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ASUOP gets
'cranky' over budget
Despite the early-Fridaymorning impatience which
necessitated an extra session,
the ASUOP Senate finally
completed the 1974-75 budget
hearings on Tuesday night.
Although $304,000 had been re
quested by various officers
and organizations, the sena
tors managed to keep the total
within the projected $210,000
that will be paid in student
body fees next year.

Dance finale tomorrow night
The ivy-clad walls of UOP will shake for the
last time this school year as the Bay Area
group Stoneground will perform to the theme
of Noah's Ark at a dance tomorrow (Saturday)
in Raymond Great Hall. Stoneground, a sixpiece hard rock and soul band, features former
Elvin Bishop Group lead singer Jo Baker. In
observance of Noah and his assorted beasts,
boxes of animal crackers will be given out at

the door. "This will be our gift to the students in
appreciation of a fun year," commented
ASUOP social czar Larry Seidman, who will be
putting on his last gig at Pacific. "In
remembrance of Noah, 1 hope everybody
really dances up a storm. Of course, try not to
get carried away." Another rock and roll band
called Neilsen and Pearson will do the warmup act. The dance will begin at 9 p.m.
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Riles optimistic about education's future

"It wouldn't have taken
more than 15 more minutes to
get this thing finished up,"
said the annoyed parlia
mentarian just after several
senators and the ASUOP
president walked out at 2 a.m.
on Friday morning. The
senate, with barely a quorum
present, had juSt voted to stay
until the business was
completed, regardless of the
late hour.
Vice
President
Mark
Rogo mentioned that the 197374 budget had been completed
in two sessions, but he realized
the senate would take more
time this year. No one
expected that it would take
four lengthy meetings to com
plete the hearings.
Discussion of- one of the
most controversial issues of
the entire budget, the ASUOP
officers' summer salaries,
was interrupted when the
third session broke up Friday
morning. Kathy Mondragon,
from the Anderson Y Career
Planning Center, spoke loudly
to the remaining senators with
such accusations as "I would
really like to know what's
going on here! You are just
cutting salaries right and left
without even thinking!"

"The future of education programs. It is a leader in the fairs and human relations.
Riles was also optimistic
never looked better," said educational field."
California
State
Superin
Riles said that UOP is about the attitudes of stu
tendent of Schools Wilson looking toward the future and dents toward education. He
Riles at the School of Educa producing a new type of said, "Complaints of bore
tion's
50th
anniversary teacher. This "new" teacher dom are diminishing.and en
Most observers agreed
thusiasm for education is
has four qualifications:
luncheon last Saturday.
that the salary adjustments
•He is enthusiastic about growing."
Riles pointed out that al
though most golden anniver personalizing education — de
sary celebrations call for a signing a new role for the stu
reminiscent journey through dent. The curriculum will be
the past, TJOP's School of based on a one-to-one rela
Education was keying on the tionship between the student
future of the educational field. and his teacher. The student
will be seen as an individual.
•He realizes that there are
more options available to the
student. If he does not want to
attend college, there is no
reason to train him through a
college prep program. Riles
cited the School of Educa
tion's High School Equiva
lency Program as a recogni
tion of the new student options.
•He recognizes the trend
toward a team effort in curric
ulum planning by parents,
teachers and
community #
leaders. Increased under- .
WILSON RILES
standing of school programs :
renews the confidence of the :
community in the school ; Some 193 UOP pharmacy graduates received their diplomas last
he theme was "Focus on the
Sunday morning during the School of Pharmacy commencement
system.
•
uture."
•He realizes that school ; exercises held at the Rotunda. Above, is a view of the graduates in
"UOP's School of Educa- objectives are changing. The .* their caps and gowns, with a crowd of visitors looking on. At right,
on is one of the most presti- student should gain basic I President Stanley McCaffrey delivers an address at the cere
ious schools in the state, " he skills in school, including civic . monies. A reception in Pharmacy Hall followed the event.

At pharmacy commencement

lid. "Its future is secure be-

luse of its insight into future

responsibilities, consumer al-

._

made at the beginning of Tues
day's session, after a four-day
break in the hearings, were
decided more rationally than
those proposed during the pre
vious session.
Another
controversial
section of the budget, the Aca
demic Affairs program, was
discussed during the first
session. The new director of
academic
affairs,
Karen
Akerson, had requested over
$9,000, but the senate's finance
committee,
which
made
recommendation on every
budget
item,
had
recommended that only $2,450
be allocated to this program.
The senate indicated that
more research needs to be
done before some of Akerson's proposals are financed
as worthy programs.
The
largest,
single
program in the budget, ex
cluding the constitutionally
guaranteed
allocation
of
$53,000 to the constituent
schools.
was
the social
commission.
The social
commissioner had requested
over $41,000, but. the actual
allocation of nearly $24,000
indicates the high priority
social event have become for
UOP students.
The Forum on National
Priorities was the next largest
allocation and received
almost $18,000.

YEARBOOKS
ARE HERE
jThe
1973-74
Naranjado
'yearbooks have arrived
iand can be picked up Mon
day through Wednesday be
tween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. in
Anderson Y. The annuals
are free with ASUOP cards.
WWMWMMMMMMMMM
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news shorts
Eighty new members will be initiated into Phi Kappa Phi
at 5:30 p.m. on Sunday in Morrte Chapel by the executive
director of the honor society, Dr. Archie N. Solberg. Initiates
include UOP students, faculty and administrators (including
UOP President Stanley E. McCaffrey).
Students interested in cheerleading during the coming
year should contact Bill Stoermer atSouth/West, room 10. No
experience required! Ideas for the cheerleading squad would
also be appreciated.
An opera marathon of five different operatic pieces will
be presented tonight at 7 p.m. in the Conservatory of Music as
a demonstration of the work done by the opera theater class
this spring. The course is instructed by George Buckbee.
This performance will be an open dress rehearsal lor
ASUOP students.
Due to the length of the program, students should attend
those works which interest them most. The approximate
times are:
7 p.m.
Die Walk'ure by Wagner
7:40 p.m.
The Human Voice by Poulenc
8:40 p.m.
Riders to the Sea by Vaughan Williams
9:25 p. m.
Savitri by Hoist
10:10 p.m.
Mavra by Stravinsky
All works, except Die Walkure will be performed in English.
The opera marathon will be performed again at 7 p.m. on
May 10, for the general public.

•••
If you are graduating this semester, and did not receive
the April 1974 letter from Director of Public Relations Doyle
Minden, please contact his office. The ».schedule of
commencement activities is important.
A local boys home is looking for a summer session
student to act as night counselor in exchange for room and
board. Responsible males, over 21, should call 463-9047.
Art Pepper, jazz saxman who's played with Charlie
"Bird" Parker, will be on campus tomorrow night in concert
with the UOP Jazz Band.
The concert, which begins at 8 p.m. in the Conservatory,
will also feature the Mike Vax Big Band. Vax, a graduate of
UOP, has a professional band that plays throughout the Bay
Area.
Last Saturday, UOP's jazz band earned 'superior' ratings
at the Pacific Coast Collegiate Jazz Festival, held at UC
Berkeley.
In the words adjudicator Herb Wong, director of radio
station KJAZ in Berkeley: "This band swings! "
ASUOP will sponsor on May 6, a special program
the Chicano movement. The featured speaker, Dr. Uvaldo
Palomares, will talk in the Raymond Great Hall at 8 p.m.
Glenn Wessells, professor emeritus of UC Berkeley, will
present a slide lecture at 7:30 tonight in the Stewart Hazelton
room of the public library. The lecture will cover works of
major artists in relation to his own work as a painter. He has
extensively influenced the artistic life of California ac
cording to COP Art Professor Larry Walker, who highly
recommends the lecture.
Father Shawn Sullivan, OFM, former associate at Old St.
Mary's Church and presently teaching at the Graduate
Theological Union in Berkeley will be the featured speaker in
the Spring Lecture Series sponsored by the Newman House,
Catholic Student Center.
The lecture, called "Religion and American Values, is
scheduled for 7 p.m. Tuesday-in Morris Chapel.

TYPEWRITER
CALCULATOR
ADDING MACHINE
IBM

oo©
RENTAL W Art
SALES
LOW RATES

on purchase

SMITH-CORONA
ELECTRIC
TYPEWRITERS
From 10.00 MortMj

MANUAL TYEPWRITERS

Student Special

3 months for $!5J0

HQ North California'Ms-smii

Callison spiritual celebration
Some classical. Indian music set the mood for
last week's "Callison Returns to India Week."
A Hindu ceremony entitled Puja was
performed in Callison Lodge Wednesday night.

featuring the assortment of unique Indian
instruments shown above. From left to right
are: Johnathan Meredith, Jeffrey Paulding,
Theodore Sentner and Ralph Shumway..

CoUison India Week

Joyous spirituality experienced
By COURTNEY MITCHELL
Two „ tenured Callison
Ph.D.'s
part
beautifully
woven curtains and step into
the waiting crowd. They are
dressed in the classical In
dian Lungi with only a high
cast Brahmin cord over their
sholders. In humble homage
they begin to wash, two by
two, the crowd's feet.
And Puja begins as the
clean-footed enter the candle
lit Callison Lodge. Classical
Indian instruments charge the
incense laden air with a soft
aura of peace. Centered
before the people is a covered
altar around which sit figures
dressed in white, quietly
meditating.
Thus started Ralph Shumway's senior project presen
tation on the Puja, a Hindu
spiritual
celebration.
Shumway, draped in a large
white cloth explained how
"the shrine is like the heart of
humankind and can be
uncovered through joyous

spirituality;" and as he re
moved the cover from in front
of the shrine altar the cele
bration of Puja turned into an
"aum"ing, gut-wailing, handclapping journal of his crosscultural evolution in spiritual
studies. This senior project
presentation was one of the
highlights of "Callison cele
brates its return to India"
week.
Another sucess of the
week was the vegetarian In
dian meal with classical
dancing by Marilyn Dunlavy,
Karen Scott, and Terry Provo,
student from the previous
program in India. The meal,
held at the Fat City Annex,
was by reservation only and
because of the quick sale of the
limited amount of tickets,
many people came for the
music and dance only and
were surprised by the surplus
of spicy food.
M.G. Adiga, one of the
most distinguished poets in
India today, came to Callison

Lodge on Monday of last week.
He spoke on Indian poetry of
this century and read some of
his own, including a poem in
his native language, Tamil.
He acknowledged that "You,
of course, will not understand
the meaning of the words, but
in poetry, how the words sound
together is very important."
As he finished the poem, a sign
of appreciation rose from the
assembled students and
faculty.
Also as part of India week
at Callison were six films by
Satyajit Ray, the interna
tionally acclaimed Indian
director, including his famous
trilogy and a documentary
about Sir Rabindranath
Tagore, a contemporary of
Gandhi and 1907 Nobel Peace
Prize winner.

Summer *mini'session offers
chance to pick up last units
First came instant cof new "Summer Mini-Session."
fee., then instant tea, then in Students can take one "instanstant TV dinners. Now, there tized" course which meets for
three hours a day, five days a
is instant education.
Beginning May 28 and week.
The mini-session is spelasting a brief 18 days is the

: WEST LANE
j LIQUOR
•Domingo a Jueves 7:00 a.m.a
j 12:30 a.m.
jViernes y Sabados 7:00 a.m. a
•2:00 a.m. Telefono: 465:7803

TEQUILA FRESA
1-1/2 ozs. de tequila
3/4 ozs. de lieor de fresa
1/2 oz. de jugo de limon
. 1/4 de cucharadita de amargo de naranja
1 rodajo de limon
1 fresa fresca
Pongase el tequila, licor de fresa, jugo de
limon y el amargo de naranja en una
coctelera y mezclese bien.Cueltase y VTertase
sobre las rocas en vasos old-fashioned. Agfeguese la rodaja de limon y la fresa.

cifically designed for stu
dents who are due to graduate
in May but lack up to 4 units.
They will be able to pick-up
these units without having to
leave and then return for the
regular summer session.
UOP's housing office has
a special plan for students who
attend the mini-session. They,
can stay in their present
campus rooms at no extra
meal
charge, except for
,,
tickets.
Twenty courses from a
departments and schools wi
V-\o nffor£»rl
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UOP Prof elected PresidenTof
Mental Health Association
"I joined the San Joaquin
Stockton State Hospital was in
Mental Health Association
is also a need for a crisis
danger of being closed and
intervention program for the
(SJMHA) two years ago,
patients were being reeldrely.
Before
such
because I am concerned about
eased."
the neglect of mental care in
programs can be facilitated,
The SJMHA protested the
more volunteers are neededCalifornia," said Dr. Robert
closing of the Stockton State possibly more students.
Blaney, associate professor of
Hospital, generating some
Dr. Blaney recently
social ethics at UOP. Blaney
community support for its concluded a study travel
was recently elected president
existence. The hospital is seminar on Christian Marxist
of the SJMHA.
currently caring for the dialogue at the University of
The SJMHA is an or
mentally retarded from Graz in Austria. Blaney was
ganization composed of
throughout the state, but the one of the six professors
volunteer
laymen
and
mentally ill are restricted to chosen throughout the United
professionals who see the need
those from San Joaquin States by the board of
to
help the mentally County.
education of the Methodist
disordered. They act as
The SJMHA is in the Church for this trip.
spokesmen for a too-often process of implementing the
The main emphasis was to
neglected sect of society.
Community Friends Pro deal with the similarities that
"The Reagan admini gram. In this program, volun Christians and Marxists have
stration was out to close the teers visit with patients, work in common. Various field trips
state hospitals," Dr. Blaney with them and help them find were conducted to East
explained, "with the passage jobs.
Germany, West Berlin, Italy
of
the Lanterman-PetrisThe elderly are also a and Yugoslavia.
Short Mental Health Act,
main target of the SJMHA.
Dr. Blaney has served as
responsibility for mental care They are often lonely and the director of the Pacific
was placed under the county left to rot in convalescent Center for the Study of Social
instead of the state as it had hospitals.
Dr.
Blaney Issues (PCSSI) ever since he
been
before,"
continued envisions the possibility of a came to UOP in 1966.
Blaney.
"Locally,
the "call-a-day" program. There
The PCSSI is funded by
the California Scottish Rite
Foundation. It endeavors to
study social ethics in the per-

"Kick the habit' at Anderson Y
The Anderson Y Center is vidual person. One must go
offering a 15-hour workshop inside himself to solve this
entitled "Freedom From The problem.
Smoking Habit" for smokers
Through Yoga exercises
who wish to stop smoking.
the physical aspects of the
Instructor John L. Dean body will be included. Parti
guarantees no withdrawl cipants in the clinic will be
symptoms with his method.
taught to breathe properly.
Meditation will be used to in
Dean states that the volve the person's mental
workshop is designed lor being. Dean wants the parti
smokers who: are habitual cipants in the workshop to
smokers; .sincerely want to learn to think and recognize
become free from the habit; their emotions and mental
have tried everything else and needs.
failed; fear they will become
Through the thinking
fat if they stop smoking; and process and stressing of the
are willing to' commit them positive, Dean hopes to bring
selves to attend these 5-week about reality and a positive
seminars to become free from self image for each indivi
the desire to smoke. *
dual.
It is commonly believed
Once
this
is
ac
today that the problem itself is complished, the habit and its
smoking. Dean does not symptoms
should
be
believe this to be the case, nor eradicated. People will want
does he agree with medicinal to stop smoking, not out of lear
and physiological approaches or by shear will-power, but be
which treat the symptom of cause they no longer need
wanting a cigarette.
cigarettes. They will realize
cigarettes only cover under
Medicinal and physio
lying problems or tension.
logical methods are made up
Dean maintains that the
of gimmicks and gadgets that
effects of his "stop smoking
cut down your smoking or give
process" is immediate and
you a substitute for the
permanent.
cigarette.
The
workshop
is
There are also no scare scheduled for five consecu
tactics involved in Dean's tive weeks on Monday eve
workshop. Cancer and re nings beginning April 22. They
lated harmful effects of will be held at the top of the
smoking are not mentioned. Anderson Y Center from 7 to 10
Smoking is even allowed at the p
m Interested persons may
workshop.
register by calling the Ander
Dean
believes
the son Y Center at 466-1496.
problem is within the indi

PRELAW STUDENTS
ister now for July or October LSAT Review

:essfully by California Pie
Taught in Berkely by practicing lawyers.
rse for July 27 LSAT starts July. a.
irse for Oct. 12 LSAT starts Oct. 1. Cost $85.
•comP,temformatiraUSday^l5) 254-7045or
te P.O. Box 54, Orinds, Cjlil- 94'^
—
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Mini rock music course
offered this month
The communication arts
department will offer "Rock
n' Roll as Popular Culture'' as
a summer mini-term course.
The two and one-half week
course will be concerned with
aspects of rock and roll as a
link between cultures and its
part in modern communica
tion. The course emphasis will
be to determine and define the
"gestalt" of this popular
music form.
The class will be taught by
Larry Seidman, 23-year-old
UOP graduate student, who is
currently instructing the regu
lar semester "Rock 'n' Roll as
Mass
Communication"
spectives of various depart
ments
throughout
the
university. It provides under
graduate courses and semi
nars on social issues.
The PCSSI also provides
the
Clausen
re_search
fellowship to a qualified
graduate applicant. The first
Clausen fellow was Stanley
Crocker who is now a
professor at Callison.

course. The mini-course will
be structured as a group
dynamic experience with
heavy emphasis being placed
on class participation. The
majority of the work will take
place in the classroom with a
variety of tape and film
presentations planned. Indi
vidual written assignments,
along with a class discussion
and assigned readings, will
also be included.
The class will meet Sun
day through Thursday nights
from 6 to 8 p.m. Sign-ups will
be taken at the communica
tion arts department, North
Hall, 29.

Shoo elected
to grad post
Dr. Otis H. Shao, dean of
the Graduate School at UOP,
has been named president
elect of the Western Associa
tion of Graduate Schools.
Shao was named to the
position early this month at a
meeting of the association in
British
Columbia.
The
association is a regional
organization of the Council of
Graduate Schools in the
United States. Included in the
membership are all accre
dited graduate schools in 13
western states and two west
ern Canadian provinces.
As president-elect, Shao
will be in charge of the pro
gram at next year's confer
ence, and he will become
president of the association in
1975.
Shao has been on the staff
at UOP since 1968, and he
came to Pacific after serving
on the staff of Florida Pres
byterian College for six years.
SR-10's AVAILABLE
The ASUOP Loan Store
is now delivering SR-10's
for finals.
COME NOW!
•WMWMMIWINMMIWIM

Pacifican
positions
available

Choking smoker
It appears that Peter Kinashiti could use the services of
"Freedom from the Smoking Habit" workshop being offered by
the Anderson Y Center for those who are interested in kicking the
nicotine habit. The workshop, headed by John L. Dean, features a
five-week seminar which began April 22 and is slated to run
through May 27. The sessions will be offered on Monday nights
from 7 to 10 p.m.

NCW KHlY*»LI TYPfWRtTIRi
NCW (UC««f ftDOINO MACHtNIS
HINT—TO OWN
$VO per month all rant applied on purcnase.
Kee&until paid for or return any time.
No iricks~— No giMmjcks interest.

a

t. mm

• Uacski Carter 4l«rHi
• Udi-1»7 a, w-a

Positions
are
now
available for work on the
PACIFICAN staff for next
fall. Monetary rewards are
given!
OPENINGS IN:

.
I

I

i
m

I

Production (typing)
Layout
Advertising
Copy reading
Circulation
No experience needed. We
will train you NOW! Call
946-2114 or stop by the
Pacifican office

Way 3, 1974
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perspective
The position or priority in which the Pacifican stands with
the campus will soon be known by jhe results of the editors to
gain funding for an advisor to supervise the paper.
The staff recently received word from the Curriculum
Committee that students will not receive academic credit for
their services on the newspaper.
To make a complicated matter simple, unless the
Pacifican has a faculty member or graduate student that will
spend time with the staff and take charge of the grading
process, academic credit will not be given. This alone is not
unsolvable. The problem revolves around funding which can
only be solved by ASUOP or the administration.
The fact remains that it is doubtful whether the Pacifican
can operate on a voluntary basis at this time. Already,
experienced staff members are reluctant to accept editorial
positions for the fall semester, and reporters responsible to
deadlines will be difficult to find.
The Pacifican will soon be taking its funding problems to
the administration in hopes of gaining needed funds for an
advisor that would allow for the reinstatement of academic
credit. The administration's decision will substantially affect
the quality of next year's paper.
The Pacifican has the potential for a first-rate, awardwinning operation. However, one semester of sub-standard
operation could ruin the newspaper. It would take years to
rebuild any remnant of a positive image.
The editors of the Pacifican are now embarking on the
challenge of gaining funding in a tight financial situation. We
feel it is justified by the important role a student newspaper
can and does perform for the campus commumity. Student
support in our financial endeavor will be crucial. We urge
those students who are interested in a quality student
newspaper to urge their ASUOP representatives to support
our cause.
By STEPHEN SMITH

No on the liquor license
We've all helped pay for the new university center, right?
We're all paying for the Rathskellar that will be in it also. But
if the A.B.C. liquor license is approved by the students and the
administration, we won't all be able to use it.
The Rathskellar will be closed to all persons under 21
whenever they are serving beer. That means that if you want
to eat there at night next year and you're under 21. you can't.
That's the law. no matter what Mark Rogo says.
Rogo based a great deal of his ASUOP vice presidential
campaign on getting a liquor license for UOP's new center but
he is obviously looking out for a minority interest group —
those over 21.
All people must be allowed to enter the Rathskellar any
time it is open. We're all paying for it. It's not fair for entry to
be denied because a minority of the students want an unneces
sary service provided.
I urge all students to speak out against approval of the
A.B.C. liquor license for the center on the grounds that its
approval is not in the interests of a majority of the students.
As for Rogo....
By BILL CROSBY

Doc
Morrison
Speaks

PSYCHIATRIC

WEU>7i .

THE ooctoft
IS®

It's my roommate again. He got over his love lice. Now lie
has a yellowish discharge and it burns when he urinates. He
says he has a bad cold down there.
I wouldn t say your friend was accident prone: rather, he
has a habit of entering the wrong places. Sounds as if he lias
"clap" or gonorrhea. This can be determined very simply by
a smear and/or a culture at. our clinic or the health
department, but an absolute diagnosis should be made.
Treatment is usually a dose ol oral medication plus a shot of
penicillin, and it is completely confidential. With his luck
maybe he should have a blood test for syphilis later because
you can get both at the same timeand the blood test usuallly is
not positive lor 30 days. And it ain't no cold, neither. By the
way, do you really have a roommate?
A.F. Morrison
Lowell Student Health ( enter

The cost of fasting
Dear Editor:
I am glad to respond to
Pat Matteucci's thoughtful
letter regarding the $1.50 per
day credit given by Food Ser
vice toward the Stockton food
fast. It is important that stu
dents know how their food
dollars are spent, as well as
how they can assist us in
keeping costs from sky
rocketing. At present, stu
dents who are on the 21-meal
plan, pay $3.75 per day for
their meal ticket. This is
budgeted as follows:
Food
Labor
All other expenses
Debt, Services*

$1.65
.98
.29*
.83
$3.75

*This includes Food Service's
contribution to maintenance
costs,
utilities,
business
services, etc.

was sent to the Emergency
Food Bank by the University
— certainly a vivid proof of not
only of the concern of the stu
dents, but also of the sensi
tivity of the administration to
the students' concerns. In
fact, if you check with Irene
Skizinski, who organized this
fast, you will find that Food
Service enthusiastically en
couraged and assisted in this
whole project, even though
actual food savings for the one
day may well have been less
than the amount donated. (In
a large food service, you do not
turn the flow of food on, or off,
the way you would a water
faucet!)
Finally, Pat's comments
on the reduction of food waste
deserves further elaboration.
Did you know that we spend
over $4,000 each year to re
place dishes and silverware?
The daily waste of food
demonstrated in our recent
experiment was really much
less than we expected, and yet
it adds up to well over $10,000
per school year!
Food Service at Pacific
may not be perfect, but we are
certainly trying hard to please
our students in these tremen
dously difficult inflationary
times, and we hope that you all
consider us partners in your
efforts to make life on
campus, in Stockton, or any
where else, a better place in
which to live.
Sincerely,
Paul Fairbrook
Director, Auxiliary Services

Church and state
Dear Editorperson:
Tuesday was National
Humility, Fasting and Prayer
Day. I have looked forward to
this day for quite some time!
It is the highlight of the legis
lative enterprises undertaken
by our representatives in at
ldast 100 years. It mtist rank
with giving women the vote
and prohibition.
I feel that it is ridiculous
to assign one day to be hum
ble, go hungry or pray. It
seems to me that there are al
ready quite a few days of
prayer as is. The last thing we
need is another God day.
Separation of church and state
was "accomplished" years
ago, but only according to acts
of Congress; I think that some
body ought to tell our elected
protestors of justice, and
everything else that is right,
this fact.
If you are a religious
person, every day should be
God day; eat when you are
hungry, and always, always
be humble. We do, or should,
not need people in govern
ment to tell us these things —
goodness knows they have
better things to do like play
golf and listen to tape
recordings all day.

Actually now, the food
cost for each meal served is
considerably higher than the
50 cents shown above. It has
jumped from 60 cents last year
to about 75 cents this year and
is still climbing. The only
reason we can average out
at $1.65 per day is the "missedmeal factor — i.e., the
normal amount of meals paid
for, but not eaten by meal
ticket holders. That is the
reason, incidentally, why
meal
tickets
are
not
With the most-ut
transferable — if every meal
humility,John Saltnes
ticket were used, our food
Raymond College
costs would increase by about
25 per cent.
Pat is right in noting that Credit due
Food Service often grants a
can Dream by Albee last fall.
credit much larger than the Dear Editor:
I am presently working on
A
few
weeks
ago,
an
ar
actual average cost of food
Butterflies Are Free, to be
ticle
was
run
in
the
Pacifican
when students want food for a
presented April 25 and 27 in the
picnic or want to attend a about student-directed plays
Common Room. I have plans
both
here
at
UOP
and
at
Delta.
formal banquet on campus.
to direct another play, as of
This is part of our continuing In addition to those, I am pre
now undecided which one,
sently
working
on
my
fourth
effort to make meal ticket
next fall. Since the others got
holders feel that they are production at Raymond
due credit for the shows they
College.
getting their money's worth,
In the past I have pro directed, I wanted to write and
and to enable them to parti
get mine.
cipate in these special events duced and directed Zoo Story
by
Edward
Albee
in
fall
'72,
with a minimum of cash
Thank-you,
Importance of Being Ernest
outlay.
Bob Reich
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WILL BIKE PATHS SOLVE THIS PROBLEM?

1b

Erroneous statement
Dear Editor:
I am writing to protest an
erroneous statement that ap
peared in your article, "Cam
pus Joins Nation in Prayer
Day" in the April 26 issue.
That article stated that the
religious studies department
had been involved along with
certain campus religious
groups in the planning of the
activities for Tuesday, April
30.
There is a sharp and clearcut division on this campus be
tween the religious life of the
campus and academic study

of religion. The department of
re lgious studies was not con
sulted about, and no share in
the planning of the activities
tor the National Day of
Humiliation, Fasting and
Prayer. I personally, as an
individual, support the idea
behind the national call to
prayer. I wish the planning of
the campus events had not be
delegated to or assumed by a
small segment of the campus
religious community. Unfor
tunately, the absence of an alluniversity chaplin results in a
situation where no one has

Last rites
Dear Editor:
Recently there has been a
furor over possible legislation
concerning a ban on smoking
in public places. Because I
have a rather personal inter
est here, I don't wish to see a
new battlefield emerge when
the confrontation between the
two factions culminates
(After all, some of my best
friends are smokers.) With
this in mind, I have spent the
last two weeks in the seclu
sion of my Stockton retreat
perfecting an invention I have
dubbed, "Last Rites."
Despite the foreboding
tone of its name, I believe that
it holds the only solution to the
avoidance of this oncoming
crisis. This is how it works.
"Last Rites," itself is portable

specific responsibility to see
that representation of the
various segments of the reli
gious life of the campus are
adequately represented in
events such as this. My main
point, however, is to make
clear that the department of
religious studies had no hand
in the planning of the national
prayer observance on cam
pus.
Sincerely yours,
Arthur H. Maynard
Chairman,
Department of Religious
Studies

Bike paths due
here this summer

above their heads might also strued as such.
serve as an early warning
Already I forsee millions
system for any non-smokers in and can be folded up and
the area.
carried in a special container.
At the bottom of my Because of the technical
invention there is a small instrumentation involved its
vacuum that draws in the weight is somewhat excessive
s moke and consumes it itself. I and approximates that of a
was extremely happy about ceramics kiln. At first this
this feature since cigarette might appear as a deterrent to
smoke seems to show an un smoking, however, if resolute
canny ability for locating non- smokers were to travel in
smokers. The main body of my small groups of 11 or 12, the
invention consists of a large burden could be easily dis
polyethelene bag that pulls up tributed. The circle of smoke
around the smoker upon of smokers buying their "Last
entering his "Last Rites." Rites" from me. This might
From a distance this resem have a tendency to upset the
bles a large unfolded cigarette
manufacturers
prophylactic. This is not since they have had exclusive
intended to be a slam against "rites" in this area for years.
the personalities of those who
Doug Widdup
Graduate Student
enter it and should not be con

A recent ordinance by the
Stockton City Council will soon
manifest itself in new bike
lanes along many of the city's
streets.
Ray Sezar,, a city traffic
engineer, said that the ordi
nance will allow the construc
tion of facilities for safe bicy
cle riding from the Benjamin
Holt /Interstate 5 on-ramp to
the western city boundaries
along the marina at Lincoln
Village West. This project will
get underway by May 23 and
should be ready lor cyclists in
early June.

federal grant next year to
really develop the city's facili
ties for cyclists.
Russell Lawson, of the
local Bicycle Coalition, said
that he and his organization
have been working for about
four years to get permanent
bicycle facilities in Stockton.
The Bicycle Coalition spon
sored a tour around the city of
Davis last Sunday for
Stocktonians who were inter
ested in the extensive bicycle
facilities there. "About 35
people went with me," said
Lawson, "and we had a great
By combining the recently time."
"We had to pack 30 bicy
constructed bicycle path on
Pershing Avenue, which has a cles in a van," he continued,
The real issue
fence protection on the Con- "and the city's traffic direc
cumnes River overpass, with tor gave us a seven to eightmile tour of the bicycle facili
''prayer day" a good thing, the House Judiciary Committee some new bike lanes, the city
Dear Editor:
which
is
working
on
the
ties.
We took a photographer
religious
studies
department
As a theologian, it is clear
will connect the old campus of
Delta College (directly south who is going to prepare a slide
to me that the National Day was in no way involved in impeachment inquiry.
Humiliation, Fasting and "organizing the activities,'' as The Rodino Committee is too of UOP) with the new Pacific- presentation on bicycle facili
ties for the City Council and
Prayer suggested for April 30 you erroneously reported last pre-occupied with real issues Avenue campus.
we're planning a similiar trip
of
political
morality
to
in
week.
was simply another exercise
Sezar said that Stockton is to Sacramento on May 19 to
dulge in pious resolutions.
in the bogus piety which is so
Furthermore, contrary to
looking toward a possible take a look at its facilities."
popular on the Potomac right your article and the impres Likewise, religious impulses
now. Along with prayer break sions given by conservative toward "humilation, fasting
fasts and White House Sun evangelical church groups, and prayer" might be better
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR !
expressed if they were aimed
day Services, such fuzzy "civil the National Day of Humilia
at "national days" and
ENGAGEMENT
religion" only affords the poli tion was never "proclaimed
more at ongoing political sup
tical establishment new ways by the U.S. Congress." Mark
port for campaign reform and
to co-opt to their own purposes Hatfield's resolution was
ALAN B. and JEANNE B.
candidates of integrity.
the authentic religious tradi passed by the Senate in
Thomas E. Ambrogi
tions of this country. I, for one, December, but, when last
Religious Studies
want no part of it.
seen, it was still buried in the
From your roomates
Whoever else on this cam
*ii
pus might have thought such a

The Jew and the Alcoholic
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International
money
Bank of America has pre
pared a fact sheet on interna
tional money transfers to help
California's 23,000 foreign stu
dents get money to and from
home.
The sheet, "The Foreign
Students Guide to Interna
tional Money Transfers," out
lines methods of sending and
receiving foreign currency
through the United States' and
foreign banking systems. The
guide details, in chart form,
five methods of foreign money
transfers
The guide is available at
Bank of America offices.
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Students get experience
through Teacher Corp
Interested in working 65
hours a week as a student
teacher in exchange for paid
tuition and $90 a week? The
UOP Teacher Corps pro
gram, considered to be one of.
the finest programs of its kind
around, offers just that.
Program trainees, after
completing
a six-week
summer training session,
work for two years in the
underprivileged areas served
by the Stockton Unified School
District.
This program, under the
direction of Manuel Mantano,
places students directly in
teaching positions and also
gets them involved in the
affairs of the community they
are serving.
Students in the program
are required to put in 10 hours
weekly in community involve
ment.
The Teacher Corps
program, the school district
and the community all work
together to give support to the
program.
According to Montano,
"They keep us honest, so to
speak, by working closely with

HEP'S future

looks bright
Evaluators and con
sultants from Washington
consider UOP's High School
Equivalency Program (HEP)
to be one of the strongest of its
kind in the nation.

us." The program is respon
sive to the needs of the com
munity and vice versa, he
added.
He explained the ob
jective of the program as
being "to enhance educa
tional opportunities of low in
come students and to recruit
and train mino.Hty teachers."
The trainees, 95 per cent
of whom are local (Delta and
UOP), usually stay with the
Stockton Unified School Dis
trict. Montano said that every
intern that wanted to work in
Stockton Unified was acj cepted.
Any student that has 60
units of credit is eligible for
the program. By the end of two
years, most students have
earned their degree and a par
tial or full credential.
The Teacher Corps
program is a federally-funded
program that was started at
UOP in 1968. UOP was the first
university with an under
graduate program, modeled
after a program used by the
School of Education in the
'50's.

College

MEN

.and

theCorps
The United States Marine Corps is contin
ually looking to the nation's colleges and univer
sities for a few good men with the potential to lead
Marines.

HEP director Angel
Pearea believes this is be
cause "This year's staff is the
strongest the program has had
in its five-year existence."

Riles UOP visitor
California State Superintendent of Schools Wilson Riles (left)
converses with UOP President Stanley McCaffrey and guests at
the School of Education's 50th anniversary luncheon last
Saturday in Raymond Great Hall. Riles' address was entitled
"Focus on the Future" and concerned the future of the educa
tional field at Pacific. The School of Education was established in
January of 1924.

Women
ot

receive

Education

top
banquets

The presentation of two
awards highlighted the 50th
anniversary celebration of the
School of Education last
Saturday at a luncheon in Ray
mond Great Hall. Dr. AgnesS.
Robinson, chairman of the
department of educational
administration at Sacra
mento State University
(SSU), was named Education
Alumna of the Year and
Deborah A. Stevens, a gradu
ating senior, was named
Education Student of the
Year.

Robinson received her
Ed.D. degree from UOP in
1957 and has been a Sacra
mento educator for 25 years.
She joined the SSU faculty in
1968 and assumed her present
position there last fall.
Stevens was selected by
the School of Education
faculty on the basis of
academic excellence and
community and campus
involvement. She is now presi
dent of the Associated
Students of the School of
Education.

graduation.

In terms of monetary incentives it is important
to realize that the amount an officer is paid is
based on Jength of service as well as rank. Your
longevitey is counted from the time you enter one of
our college programs. Begin PLC in your freshman
year, and you'll have a three year advantage over
the senior enrolled in OCC. In dollars and cents
that can mean over $1,850 in additional annual
compensation after commissioning.
Another monetary plus is the financial assist
ance that selected PLC members can receive. You
could get $100 each month of the school year in
exchange for additional active duty obligations.
This assistance may be payable for up to three
years. That's a total of $2,700.
FOR FULL DETAILS ON MARINE OFFICER
PROGRAMS, SEE THE MARINE REPRESENT
ATIVE.
DATE:

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY, 7&8 MAY 1974

TIME:

9 AM - 3 PM

PLACE:

THE END ZONE

A recent comparative sur
vey showed that the pro
gram's overall success rate is
now 63 per cent as compared
with 57 per cent for last year.

honors

Men selected for Marine officer programs
attend pre-commission training either in summer
sessions between academic years, or after college
There are two basic officer programs, Platoon
Leaders Class (PLC) and Officer Candidate Class
(OCC). In addition to ground officer preparation,
each program has aviation options. Men qualified
for training either as future pilots or flight officers
are guaranteed post-comission aviation training
before they enroll.

Tne program serves high
school dropouts, usually from
the migrant community. The
objective of the program is to
provide the student with the
education necessary to obtain
a high school diploma and then
to place that student in col
lege, a trade-training pro
gram or in a job. The purpose
of the program is to offer an
alternative to the migrant way
of life.

JOIN THE
TIGERS
HEADING FOR

BUD BEHNEY
JEWELERS
207 E. WEBER
DOWNTOWN
ACROSS FROM THE COURTHOUSE

463-0240

I GRADUATION SPECIAL!

"There's an overall
higher quality of staff. Those
who were .here last year have
had a year to experiment and
solidify
programming,"
Perea commented.
Six volunteer instructors
make up the teaching force.
They teach English, litera
ture, science, math, social
studies, and language for the
non-English speaking.

1

Perea is optimistic about
HEP's future, saying, "Any
program needs to constantly
evaluate itself, change, keep
its strong points and improve
the weak ones." He feels that
UOP's HEP has a "bright fu
ture, reflecting the dedication
and commitment of the staff."

The program is funded by
j the Department of Labor and
! operates on a budget of
• $280,000 annually. This budget
j allows a maximum of 46 stu! dents to be enrolled at one
|time. The rate of learning and
|reading ability determine the
! length of time each student
|spends in the program. On the
! average, a student will stay
|four months before obtaining
• his diploma.
Recruitment for HEP
• takes place all over Northern
5 and Central California.
• Various public agencies that
jj deal with migrants, probation
5 officers and juvenile authori• ties are contacted. Radio proi grams, aimed at the Spanish• speaking community, are
• scheduled for Modesto and
" Sacramento.

§

§ 10% DISCOUNT ON ALL MERCHAN-s
Nationally, there are 18
5DISE IN THE STORE* TO ALLS HEP schools. Two of these are
in California. Polyi STUDENTS AND FACULTY DURINGS located
technical Institutue at San
|THE MONTH OF MAY.
Luis Obispo operates a
S FAIR TRADE ITEMS NOT INCLUDED

iMKiMdtll

program.

UOP educators
host controversial speaker

the Pacifican

"I am probably the only Hayakawa denounced the
man to be appointed the head leaders of the strike, saying
of a college or university with
that the black leaders on
out having had an interview or
campus rehearsed their
without having met the "guerilla theatre acts before
school's board of regents."
presenting them," and. that
That was - the opening they used "tactics learned
comment made by Dr. S. I. from the Mau Mau tribe
Hayakawa,
president
in Africa." Hayakawa ex
emeritus of San Francisco
pressed feelings about the
State University, who ad
700 students that were
dressed a large crowd in
arrested by saying that they
Grace Covell Dining Hall last had "hearts of gold, but brains
Saturday night at the School of of putty, because they didn't
Education's 50th anniversary know what they were striking
dinner. Hayakawa spoke on for." He criticized the white
"What Can We Learn From leaders by saying that the
MAKING HEADING FUN
The Decade Of The Sixties?" "aggressors" tried to use the
Doug Widdup (center) instructs Peter Daley
and dealt with the police media to blow the wholestrike
(left) and Chauncey Washington.
tactics he used during the up to something more than it
student strike and rioting on really was, and that he turned
the state campus in November the tables on them by using the
of 1968. He justified his actions media to his advantage. "It
by first saying that the two gave me great pleasure to
previous presidents of the know that every time those
school lasted less than a year guys
turned on their
combined. Hayakawa said televisions that they would see
that he was offered, over the me," he exclaimed. He also
Most people have heard in reading skills. Large class
Doug Widdup, a school
telephone, the position of said that the media created a the slogan, "Reading can be rooms and peer competition psychologist for San Joaquin
president. He
answered, new image of him when fun." That is true if you like to have been partially the cause. County, explained, "A child
saying that he would do so, "Before, all I did was read read. But not everyone does—
Here at UOP a special starts the program playing
reading clinic is offered by the games and getting a good
only if he were allowed to love poems to women's especially some children.
School of Education. The cli- feeling about the reading
bring police on the campus.
groups' teas. "After the wire
Statistics show that a
Hayakawa went on to say pulling incident, I was never large number of elementary dic tries to alter some.of the clinic." Later, the child uses
factors which hinder a child's books of his own choice to
that when the police were invited anymore," he said.
students are below their level
work with.
reading development.
brought on the campus, they
Dr. Heath Lowry, director
To be accepted for the pro
were told to be polite and to be
of
the
reading
clinic,
said,
gram,
a student must under
courteous to the professors
"Our primary goal is to go a series of tests for per
and students who were enchange a child's attitude to sonality, achievement and
route to class. This way, he felt
ward reading since many intelligence. He must also be
the police could not be blamed
have negative feelings about interviewed for eligibility.
for provoking any more
books " He went on to say,
The clinic has been in
violence.
"The program is low-pres operation for 20 years.
"Since the radicals could
sured and based on one to one
not get into the classrooms
tutoring sessions. I think over
and disrupt class as they once
all the clinic has been a great
before had been able to, they
success^"
Thousands of Topics
decided to bring sound
Fifteen to 20 children from
$2.75 per page
equipment, bullhorns and loud
the Stockton area participate
Send for your up-to-date, 160-page,
speakers, which were illegal
in the program. They are
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to bring on campus in the first
individually tutored
by
to cover postage (delivery time is
place.
1 to 2 days).
graduate "students from the
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
Hayakawa went on to
School of Education who serve
11941-WIISHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2
describe how he singleas "master teachers." The
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
handedly disarmed a sound
master teachers use a positive
(213)477-8474 or 477-5493
truck by getting on a truck and
reinforcement approach to en
Our reseirch material is sold for
_ research assistance only.
At anniversary dinner
courage the young readers.
pulling wires. He said that he
did this only as a last resort
Dr. S.I. Hayakawa is shown above at the School of
after, "trying to talk to them
Education's 50th anniversary dinner in Grace Covell Dining Hall
nicely because they were
where he spoke on the topic of "What Can We Learn Front the
bigger than myself."
Decade
Of The Sixties?". The president emeritus of San
During
his
talk,

Special tutoring helps
children discover reading

RESEARCH

Francisco State talked about his 1968 experience at the college,
during which the student-police confrontations broke out.

Gov't. Internships
Students in any major are
invited to find out about
earning course credit by
working in public agencies
this fall. Among the agencies
being
approached
for
internships are the City of
Stockton, County Admini
strator's Office, Redevelop
ment Authority, Legal Aid
Society and others.
"Only juniors and seniors
will be eligible for the
internships," Briscoe said.
"Students who wish to earn
course credit should be
prepared to devote between 16
and 20 hours per week during
the fall semester to their job,
with absolute regularity.
Students interested in the
program should come to
Bannister 213, fill out an
application and talk with Dr.
Briscoe.

We're the different movini
company BESXiNS
MOVING KtTOflAGC

TRAVALE PORSCHE/AUDI
907

N

EL

DORADO, STOCKTON.^ALirjeW)J4»MM

Whether you're a student who needs to store some books and
boxes until September or a professor who's moving to the East
Coast, phone us at 466-1515 ordrop by our warehouse at 734 Wilshire Ave. (Corner of W. Fremont St.)
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Photo by von Kalinowski

Photo by von Kalinowski

Photo by Sullivan
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Photo by Sullivan

Photo by Wilcox

tp, middle: At Pacific Day's Strawberry Breakfast, Casey
lenience carefully inspects a strawberry for "werents,"
talifornus terrabillus) tiny animals found in Stockton strawwies, said to be a favorite delicacy of Euell Gibbons. Top right:
'acific's psychology professor Doug Matheson hypnotizes a few
indents in the South Hall lobby, during a demonstration. At
'{ht: An unidentified food service cook prepares tasty "Paul"
ffgers for the kiddies. Bottom right: An individual deirionirates the technique of using a kyack for a sun shade on a hot day
i the UOP pool. Middle, bottom: Students gives instruction on
imbling and gymnastics to local elementary school children.
Worn, left: Craftsmen exhibit some of their many items on the
t*ns in front of the administration building. Top left: Pacific
Hr Willard Harrel rambles for yardage against the powerful
'•mni. At left: Two alumni oldtimers discuss tactics on the
hdiron.

Photo by Sullivan

Photo by Sullivan
photo by Sullivan
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Pride of cultural heritages
demonstrated at Cultural Affair
The Asian Alliance and
the United Philippino Stu
dents of UOP and Asian stu
dents of Edison High School
will present the second an
nual Asian Cultual Fair, be
ginning tonight (Friday) and
continuing through tomorrow.
"We're proud of our cul
tural heritages and we want to
present them to UOP and the
Stockton community," ex
plained
Benny
Magdael,
president of the Asian Alli
ance.

Rock group manager to speak here
David Forest, president of the David Forest Company, LTD., will
be speaking to the"Rock and Roll as Mass Communication" class
Thursday at 7 p.m. in Wendell Philips 140. Forest heads Fun
Productions, an agency which produces music shows and
manages the Elvin Bishop Group, lie will speak on the subject of
"The Role of the Concert Producer and Personal Manager in the
Rock 'n' Roll Network." The ASUOP Forum on National
Priorities event is open to all students.

The Luzviminda Dance
Troupe, a professional Philip
pino group will perform
tonight in Wendell Phillips
Center's Albright Auditorium
at 6 p.m. A slide show on Red
China will follow.
A "get down" dance will
begin at 9 p.m. at the Scottish
Rite Temple on Alpine Ave
nue Music will be provided by
East Wind and Ninth Crea

tion. The dance is free to
ASUOP card holders and $2.50
to others.

The menu includes chick<
teriaki, tomato / beef chc
mein, pork adobo, and sush

Tomorrow,
Bon
Sai
displays, calligraphy demon
strations and Asian art
exhibits will be presented in
the Gold Room from 11 a.m. to
6 p.m.

Dr.
Yao of CalliS(
College and members of h
Chin'ese class will present
Chinese theatre at 1:30 p.m

Dr. Otis Shao, dean of the
UOP Graduate School, will
give an opening address at
noon on the Anderson lawn to
kick-off Saturday's festivi
ties. The keynote address,
"Evolution of the Asian Alli
ance Youth," will be delivered
by Warren Furutani of Los
Angeles. Furtaini is a com
munity representative of the
National Japanese-American
Citizen's League. He has
established a storefront com
munity center and AsianAmerican book store in Los
Angeles.
Asian-style food will be
served free to UOP students.

Asian self-defense tacti
will be demonstrated fro
2:15 to 5:45 p.m. The arts
Kendo,
Judo,
Escrim
Karate and Gung-Fu will
featured.

Philippino
Gueril
Theatre will be presented
students from Cal StateSaci
mento at 3:45 p.m.

Following
the perk
mance will be a Chinese di
gon dance climaxing thedaj
events. The dancers a
directed by Alan Lee and u
perform at 5:45 p.m.

Music will be provid
throughout the day by a ba
called Baby. Brother.

For $2 a month,
your checking plan can graduate, too.

As you know, graduation's going to
complicate your financial situation
You'll have more money. More
to spend it on. More records to
keep. And more need for credit.
Our All-in-One Checking Plan
meets all these new needs—and more—
in one simple package. For a flat fee.
of $2 a month, you get all this:
1. Unlimited checkwriting.
All the checks you can
write for $2 a month.
2. No minimum
balance.
No matter what your balance—still, just
$2 a month.
3. Free personalized checks.
Your choice from our colorful selection.
4. Check guarantee card.
Cash checks up to $100 at any Bank of America
Office worldwide.
5. Overdraft protection.
"Instant Cash" eliminates bounced checks.
6. The Timesaver® Statement.
Lists checks numerically to simplify balancing.
7. BankAmericard?
Gives you credit around the world, with one monthly bill.
8. Free BankAmerica Travelers Cheques.
All you need—no service charge.

mm.
•

7*; *

9. Automatic Transfer Service (Optional).
Repay loans or make monthly savings deposits
automatically.
You have a good chance of qualifying for the
All-in-One Checking Flan if you're expecting your 4-year
college degree soon, and have accepted a job in
California for $600 a month or more. Then, you complete
just one application for everything. Easy?
That's the whole idea.
Depend on us.
More California graduates do.

BAN KOF AM ERICA
|

BANK OF AMERICA NTIiSA

MEMBER FOIC
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Stiff Varsity defense
stifles Alumni attack
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Option play

forirajy's
are
will!

The triple-option is the strong point of the
UOP offensive attack. Here quarterback John
Ertman (10) leads it as Dale Williams (32)
awaits the pitchout and Steve Goodyear (66)

blocks. Ertman, a junior college transfer,
played really well during the time he spelled
starter Steve Towne.

iaseballers snap streak;
split with Fresno State
1Baseball

coach

Tom

0 things as he got ready for
esday's
-doubleheader
nst Fresno State—when
Tigers would first of all
re a run, and secondly win
ier game.

tiger happenings

Pacific's bats got hot as JjennjS
they pounded the , Fresno jujOP men at PCAA tournament. Long Beach, today and tomorrow,
pitching for 17 hits, but they *uOP women host the Northern Calif. Invitational today and tomorrow*
also left 17 men on base. In the *an day.
*
•
extra innings, UOP left two *
*
men on in the 8th, 9th and 10th * Baseball
•
innings.,
*
•

The former was answered
1 the fifth inning of the first
lame as the UOP team scored
eir first run after going
Wireless for 20 innings. The
fitter happened in the second
ame as Pacific broke a
aven-game losing streak by
fating the Bulldogs, 6-5 in 12
oings.
Things had gone from bad
worse for the Tigers. Last
'fek they were swept in a
"akend series for the second
in row, dropping three
J®es to Santa Barbara.
It got no better as Fresno
^ited off with three unlrned runs off of Rod Bovee
the first innings of Tuesiy first game, thanks to two
ger errors.

sports

The three and one-half hour
marathon should have ended
about 10 different times, but *
neither team seemed to want *
to win it.
*

lub
ibbs was wondering about

It was supposed to be an
exciting battle between the
young Tigers and the oldtimers, but the most excite
ment came when thj trip to
Miami was raffled off.
In a sluggish defensive
battle, the varsity needed only
a five-yard touchdown run
from Willard Harrell to shut
out the Alumni, 8-0 in the
annual spring football game.
The defense from both
teams was superb, but it didn't
seem too stimulating for the
1,500 spectators saw the 14th
renewal of the series.
The, varsity moved the
ball very well, rushing for an
impressive total of 25 yards,
and passing for 83 more, but
everytime it looked like they
were going to score, the
alumns' defense tightened up.
Jim Sutton, Ric Russell,
Pete Carroll and Dennis

* UOP at Univ. Nevada-Reno, today (1), tomorrow (2).
The Tigers led all the way, *UOP vs. UC Davis, Monday, Billy Hebert Field, 3 p.m.
and by 5-4 going into the * UOP vs. Cal State Hayward, Tuesday, home 3 p.m.
seventh. But the Bulldog's *
Dean'Burton slugged a run- + Golf
scoring double to tie the game. #.UOP vs. UC Davis, Dry Creek GC, today 1 p.m
* UOP vs. Stanislaus State, Dry Creek, Friday, May 10, 1 p.m.

Pacific came right back in** *'+**•*••******••*•**
the bottom of the seventh,
putting runners on second and
third with one out. But John
Rodriquez missed the bunt on
a suicide squeeze play and
LOUD SPEAKER
Gary Miyama was tagged out
at home to end the threat.

*
*
*

FOOTBALL

Send her the FTD Sweet Surprise
for Mother's Day (May 12th).
Sweet Surprise,
arranged,
usually available
for less than

(BASEBALL sfee pg. 13)

'Hi

Sweet Surprise,
planted,
usually available
for less than

RED DOG JUNCTION
60S

PORTER WAY

GOOD FOOD

9 0 0 0 990-99 0 9 0 0

WITH AN ASUOP CARD:

BUY ONE PITCHER AND
GET ONE FREE!.
HURRY OVER!
477-6563

Pg- 13

Send Mom a care
packa

ADVENT

The game finally ended in
the 12th, as Dave Abdalla, who
had a great day with 5 hits in 10
trips to the plate, singled to
lead off the* inning. Mike
The lack of key hits cost
Backovich, who had three hits
Tigers that game as they
in the game, was inten
st 4-1. An encouraging note
tionally walked.
the pitching of Bovee, who
Shortstop Ron Zakoor
ent the distance for his first
then
slapped a single to load
'fhplete game of the year.

The second game was
jihtly more than' amazing.

*
•
*
+

Bruno, were highly respon
sible for shutting off the
varsity drives, as all played
exceptionally.
Sutton,
it
seemed, was playing in the
Varsity backfield, as he
consistently put pressure on
the Tiger quarterbacks in
stifling the potent option play.
Harrell, an All-American
candidate, dissappointed no
body as he led all rushers with
119 yards on 24 carries, despite
being shaken up in the second
quarter. He returned minutes
later, with no signs of the
injury.
It was Willard who pro
vided the game's only score.
Toward the end of the first
quarter, he climaxed a 28yard drive following an
Alumni fumble.
Tiger head Coach Chester
Caddas said that all things
considered, he was pleased
with the performance of his
troops.
What were the things con
sidered, coach?
Caddas felt there were
many things responsible for
the relatively poor offensive
showing. "There were a lot of
young people playing for the
first time in game situation,"
he said. "Another factor was
that the Alumni defense was
one we didn't work against all
spring until two days before
the game."
This was not an oversight
by the coaching staff. Caddas
felt that the team shouldn't
waste practice time that could
be "devoted to making better
football players in order to get
ready for this one game."
The coach stressed that he
was pleased with the team
performance and was hardpressed
to single
out
individuals. But there were

For the muakloMir
who domand* tb* MRSl

TRY OUT

OILED WALNUT
UTILITY
SMALL. . .

OUR MACHINES

PINBALLF?
"PONG"
POOL TABLE

105.00

HAPPY HOUR!
... -o ...v A

TUES AND FRI 5-7
20* DRAFT BEER

S
•B

>•

<'

Send it today. It
couldn't be easier.'
Just call or visit
your nearby FTD Florist. Tell him
you want the FTD Sweet Surprise.'"
One's all flowers...the other, growing
plants with flower accents. Both
come in dainty hand-painted ceramic
flower buckets. An Extra Touch"
gift she'll love. Your FTD Florist can
send your Sweet Surprise almost
anywhere in the U.S. or Canada.

•1250

•As an independent
businessman, each
FTD Meniw Florist
sets his own prices
01974 Florists'
Transworid Delivery

"Your Extra Touch BorijC"
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UOP tennis

Men play in conference tourney,
women host Nor-Cal Invitational
The biggest weekend of
the year for both UOP tennis
teams has approached, as the
men travel to Long Beach for
the PCAA tournament, and
the women are home to host
the Northern California Invi
tational Tourney today and
tomorrow.
Sixteen teams will be in
Stockton competing for the
title, with Stanford the heavy
favorite. The Cardinals have
one of the top tennis pro
grams in the country, both on
the men's and women's level.
UC Davis and UC Berkeley
should provide the stilfest
competition for Stanford.
The women come into the
tourney following a tough 5-1
win over Santa Clara on Tues
day. The matches were all
close, and many went three
sets to decide a winner.
Last week three girls from
UOP entered the prestigious
Ojai Tournament and all were
eliminated in the second
round. Sue Collier played sin
gles and won in her first round
over Susi Meon of Cal State
Northridge. The doubles team
of Betsy Riemenschneider
and Basin Belza drew a bye in
the first round and then lost to
a team from Northridge in the
second round.
Play in the Nor Cal tour
ney will be at UOP, Oak Park,
and Delta courts. The finals
begin at UOP tomorrow at 1
p.m.
The host Long Beach State
49ers are the slight favorites to
win their second straight
PCAA title, but San Jose State
may make a real fight of it.
The Spartans finished second
a year ago.
As far as the Tigers are
concerned, they will be happy
to get on the scoreboard. Mark
Weiser and Steve Kessler, who
beautiful selection

Wl

*§

Lefty power
Sieve Kessler has been one of the top winners for the men s tennis
team all season. Playing in the fifth position Steve has a chance to
pick up some points for the Tigers at the PCAA tournament
beginning today in Long Beach. This photo was taken during last
Saturday's action against Univ. Nevada.

play Nos. 4 and 5, figure to be
UOP's top hopes. They have
played consistently well all
year at their positions.
Pacific hardly goes into
the tournament on a good note.
They have lost three in a row
to make their season record
10-10 with only one match
remaining against weak St.
Mary's.
Beginning last Saturday,
the netters were soundly
beaten by Univ. NevadaReno, 7-2. They returned to the
courts Monday to play Santa
Clara, a team they had beaten
a week earlier. This time was
different as the Broncos won,
6-3.

Kessler and Weiser won
their singles matches, while
the doubles team of Weiser
and Lance Turner picked up a
7-5, 6-4 win.
Coming back on Tuesday,
UOP lost a heart-breaking
decision to a very tough Sacra
mento State team. Kessler
again won in singles, as did
Clarke Emerson, while the
teams of Emerson-Kessler
and Turner-Doug Kirk won
their matches.
The match was probably
decided by Weiser's match. In
a two and one-half hour mara
thon, Mark was nipped in
three sets, the third set going
7-5.

HOP:
Fly thecoop
with PSA,

BEYS OPTICAL

1308 W. ROBINHOOD DRIVE
phone 478-6321

*

J

*****************

SENIORS!

the unofficial P state bird.

'• Available at the UOP*
Bookstore after May 20. *•

Over 200 Grfiiningbird flights every d.ay connecting Normem and Southern California. Give your campus rep or
PSA a bird whistle. PSA fivesVOU a mt»

i

* * * * * * * * * A * * #

!

*** A A AAA* Jeff Metzger, Sports Editor J

"It's amazing," said UOP head football coach Chester
Caddas, "that with no more practice than the Alumni had,
they can put on a show as effective as they put on."
This fact never ceases to amaze people. Here are players
who haven't played for at least six months, others who
haven't played for two or three years, yet come together,
workout for three days before the game, and can lose to a
team that has had 20 practices only by 8-0.
In fact, in other years, the alumns have won the game.
This year, the Varsity defense was extremely tough, and the
Alumni never got a drive rolling. But they only fumbled three
times, and had but one pass intercepted. Mistakes come from
poor timing, which comes from not playing, but the Alumni
kept their mistakes to a bare minimum.
Vern Kellerman, an assistant coach to the Varsity, was in
charge of the Alumni for the spring game. He played at UOP
in 1970-71, making honorable mention All-American in the
process. But after playing in the spring game twice, he
decided to hang it up this year and just coach.
Kellerman said the toughest part of organizing was
getting the defense together. He said that there were players
from two eras of UOP football—those of the Caddas era, and
those from the pre-Caddas times. "So we had to combine the
two and come up with a defense, " he said.
The attitudes of the Alumni players toward the game
were mixed. Some took the game very serious, while others
were out to have some fun. Of course players such as Pete
Carroll, Rob Mottram and Dave McElhinney, who are trying
to impress the scouts for the upcoming pro season, had to play
with a game-like attitude. But some of the others were
different.
Most of these players were joking around until they got on
the field. "It wasn't until the ball was hiked," said Brian
Sullivan, a defensive starter for the past two years, "that
things got serious."
Serious was hardly the name-of-the-game for Chuck
Knutson. The defensive captain of last year warmed-up for
the game, by chipping with his nine-iron. "The chipping
wasn't sharp," said Chuck, "and I knew I'd be in for a long
night."
A long night it was for Chuck. "I thought I played the
whole season in one night. I could have sworn there was 20
guys after me all the time."
Many of the players groan that they will never play again.
But the aches and pains of inacitivity wear off in a year s
time, and most will be back for next year's torture session.

At Stanford

Pacific places highest ever
STANFORD — The UOP
golf team made its highest
finish over in the U.S.
Collegiate Invitational, as
they finished 15th in a very
prestigious field.
Although the team has
been in a slump recently, the
15th position was excellent
considering Pacific's history
at the tournament and the stiff
competition from 31 top west
coast teams.
Hank Zastrow led _ the
Tigers with a three-day total
of 234, followed by Rich Allen,
one stroke behind him, and
Barry Ruhl at 237.
Ruhl started off the first
round as though he would win

the tournament, as he wa
five-under par after 5 hole!
But slipped to a 42 on thebac
nine and a 74 for .the day,
Other scores for Pacit
were Renny Nakashima, 231
Scott Clark, 241 and Kell
Erardi, 247.
The host team Stanfor
won the tournament for tn
fourth straight year, whileSa
Jose State was second. U
made one of its l°we'
showings of the season as t e
finished third. The Troja
have one of the top, i/ not
best teams in the country.
Dave
Baskins
Stanford ,won the indivi u<
title with a one-over par
Eric Batten, the winner o
UOP invitational, was seco
at 217.
tJl
Today, UOP hosts
Davis at Dry Creek.

urboif Stree

Don't forget to get your
Caps and Gowns for*
graduation. They c
only $10 and you get to*'
keep them! They a re not £'
made of paper, but *
rather a nice synthetic i •
material.
J;
>

i

TIGER'S PAK

Liquors

LIQUORS
WINES
MIXES
KEG BEER

ICE
3826 WEST LANE
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Iceman meet
Flames m only
game of yew
By BOB CRAWFORD

Interception try
Varsity defensive back Vernie Kelley (21 in dark) and the
Alumni's Steve Eyerabide battle for a pass thrown by Alumni
quarterback John Read in last Saturday's spring game. Kelley
had a chance for the interception, but Eyerabide knocked the ball
away at the last moment.

FOOTBALL
cont. from pg. II)
»se that were definitely
tstanding.
Quarterback Steve Towne
lyed
well,
he said,
:ntioning that the he threw
ree really good passes,
wne completed five of 13
sses for 38 yards.
But Caddas was most
;ased with JC transfer John
tman, who played back-up
Towne. "John played as
ill as any junior college
ansfer has ever played in the
umni game." There should
: quite a battle for the top
ot in the fall for the
larterback position. Bruce
eplinger, the third member
the dogfight, missed the
itne with a dislocated big
The coach could have
;d all day about the
nse. And he had a right to
pleased. They held the
rini to only 94 total yards,
f which were through the
Time after time, the
nns' backs were thrown
losses, and as a result they
' had one net yard rushing
the night.
Linebacker Mark Davis
i tremendous at the middle
backer spot, while Caddas
ised the defensive ends and
secondary.
"The
andary knocked down
re passes in this game than
iny game in the entire last
;he

coaching staff will

Tiuuiixm

have three months to evalu
ate this game before the Ti
gers will practice again. But
the
players won't be
neglecting
football
alto
gether. Caddas said that he
will have a program for each
player to work on over the
summer, and expects the
team to be in good shape for
the fall.
"We're very glad the
spring is over. We got a lot ac
complished and the new
people fit in well," he said.
"We are really looking for
ward to the fall."
So are many of the
players. But first, as defen
sive end Bill Knutson points
out, "We want to enjoy the
weather."
***

BASEBALL

,
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the bases. Two pitches later,
Abdalla scored on a wild pitch
to win the game.
Not enough can be said
about the pitching of Larry
Prewitt in the second game.
The sophomore righthander
pitched the entire 12 innings,
quite a feat for a pitcher or
any level. But the Tigers are
so weak in pitching because of
injuries, that Stubbs had no
choice but to leave Prewitt in.
The split gave Pacific a 612 league record, and 17-18

UOP's ice hockey club, 0-3
in game competition last sea
son, will be trying to earn the
first hockey win in UOP's his
tory Sunday evening when
they meet the Central Valley
Flames at the Oak Park Ice
Arena at 9:30 p.m.
The Flames, a local men's
recreational group, features
several members of last
year's Stockton Blades team
which sent UOP to double de
feats last season.
But the Tiger icemen
think this year could be dif
ferent. "We're playing better
positional
hockey
this
season," said UOP coach
Jesse Marks. "If we don't lose
our heads and play up to our
capability, I think we've got a
good chance to win."
UOP has a well-rounded
team this season with many
returning players as well as
several outstanding rookies.
At goalie, Pacific returns
with two starters. Veteran
Bob Crawford brings five
years experience to the game
and sophomore Russ Rose
showed the moves to be a
great one last year.
On defense, veteran Pete
Shepard should be the leader
of the blue line corps. Joining
him is Chris Hunefeld and
Steve Tiernay, two more
game vets from last year.
Newcomers Geoff Boyce and
Alan McCall should also help
°Ut Red Smith, Gene Roth and
Dan McCartney form one for
ward combination. Five-year
vet Donn Sperry is paired with
UOP sports
information
director Tony Sauro and
energetic Bruce Wiswell. Jim
Hirshinger, John Wallace and
others should also see
considerable action.
Chances look much better
for the UOP team this year,
but the game outcome is the
only way the UOP team will
know just how much or little
they have improved.
Are they ready for the
Stanley Cup? We'll all know
Sunday
at
9:30
p.m.
Admission is free.

Famous 'chauvinist' charms
dazed Pacifican reporter
By ANITA DOW
What's it like to meet a 55-year-old male chauvinist super
star? In the case of Bobby Riggs, it's a very pleasant and
enjoyable experience.
I met Bobby Riggs at the recent Daryle Lamonica Golf
Classic. Riggs turned out to be the star attraction at the
tournament, held at Round Hill Golf and Country Club in
Alamo. With numerous other sports celebrities present such
as John Brodie, Bruce Gosset, Rick Barry, Deacon Jones and
Ted Kwalick (to name a few), it was Riggs who attracted the
largest crowd.
Besides being a champion tennis player, Riggs also hits a
golf ball pretty well, playing to a 14 handicap. But his strength
is in the game of tennis as he proved by challenging Lamonica
and Barry to a match. Even though he's 55, Riggs easily beat
the doubles team of Barry and Lamonica.
I found Riggs to be a very charming person, particularly
around attractive girls. He seems to have boundless energy
and tends to bounce from one place to another, much like a
tennis ball. Part of his vitality comes from the 200-odd vita
mins he takes daily.
Riggs was not one of the athletes that
stayed up Sunday night to greet Monday morning. Those who
seemed to have a difficult time holding on to their golf clubs.
To many women, Bobby Riggs is the personification of
the ideas that have surpressed women and kept them from
realizing their true potential. His boasts of the physical
superiority of man over women was disproven when Billie
Jean King beat him in their "Battle of the Sexes tennis
match at the Astrodome. Billie Jean's victory was seen by
many as a victory for all women. Riggs refused to make any
excuses for himself after his defeat and gracefully admitted
that Ms. King just happened to be the better player on that
particular night. "Besides/' quipped Riggs, "who wants to
be a women's tennis star?"

Weather turns nice
with start of softball
After a long delay, the
spring weather has finally
cast its warm coat of sunshine
on the cozy Pacific campus.
And what goes better with this
blissful weather than softball?
Thirty-five teams, divided
into four divisions, have
entered this year's play. The
men's leagues are divided into
"A" and "B" leagues, while
the women's league and a coed
division round-out the slate.
While basking in the sun
shine, all teams hope to win a
league title, but if not, to at
least get a tan and have a good
time.
In the first week of action,
the Tunas jumped out to a
quick "A" league lead with
two wins. John Errecart, Vic
Baker and Bruce Palmer,

MEN'S HAIR
STYLING
BY

record overall.

VALUABEE ClKJF0^,,"ni™D 1

NEW DOUBLE BURGER

AMOS RAMOS

CHAR BROILED WITH TWO PIECES OF CHEESE
FRIES, LARGE SOFT DRINK
Courses in ARTS and SCIENCES
6 week sessions and 3 week sessions

ALL

4
• > ;

SYD'S
1.09 BIG
PACIFI

1,35 VALUE

^J^'

4227
Good Through May 9
lUfiEUHFUimflilTmuH11""

from the varsity basketball
team, lead this club.
Omega Phi Alpha, the
Quad, SAE, MFSB and
Snyder's, all won their
opening tilts. The "A league .
figures to be a three-team race
between the Tuna's, MFSB
and Snyder's. Gary Dean,
Andy Miller and Dave Nunes,
lead the MFSB's, while Bucky
Snyder and Gene Hickman
head Snyder's.
In the "B" league Na Ka
Homers, Ship of Fools,
Wackadoos Love, Kahunas
and D'Akiliduffs were the
opening-round winners.
In the coed division, Spam
No. 1 defeated Mueller while
Spam No. 2 and Fruit Punch
didn't show up and had to for
feit. No announcement has
come from Intramural Czar
Rick Olson on how many for
feits a team is allowed before
being dropped from the
league.
The B.S. Squad and Erma
Webbs are tied for first place
in the women's division as
they each won their openers.

DANCE • FORE*?!tiffiSTl&aNE SC.ENCES

write for free catalog

£

I

,„«««»

127Communications Building
University of California Santa Cruz, California 95064

AT
ALVIN'S
WORKSHOP
By Appointment Only

2039PACIFIC

465-2048
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Let yourself

venture tO

Calaveras Calendar

the past...

Tonight

6:30 and 9 p.m. Sunday, Bloody Sunday — Anderson Y Film.
7 p.m. Four Feminist Poets at Raymond Common Room.
7 p.m. The Hobbit — a musical. DeMarcus Brown Theatre — Rotunda.
8 p.m. Delta College Black Drama Department presents No Place to Be
Somebody, a p.'ay. Speech-Arts Auditorium.
8 p.m. Marsha 1 Tucker at Winterland
.
8:30 p.m. Jabberwoek, a comedy. Stockton Civic Theatre.

Tomorrow
10 a.m. and 2 p.m. The Hobbit — a musical. DeMarcus Brown Theatre —
Rotunda.
6:30 and 9 p.m. Sunday, Bloody Sunday — Anderson Y Film.
8 p.m. Delta College Black Drama Department presents No Place To Be
Sombody, a play. Speech-Arts Auditorium.
8 p.m. Marshall Tucker at Winterland.
8:15 p.m. Jazz Band Spring Concert. Conservatory.
8:30 p.m. Jabberwoek, a comedy. Stockton Civic Theatre.
9 p.m. Noah's Ark Dance. Raymond Great Hall.

Sunday, May 5
6:30 and 9 p.m. Sunday, Bloody Sunday — Anderson Y Film.

Monday, May 6
7:30 p.m. Women's Union Meeting. Anderson Y Lounge.
8 p.m. FORUM presents Uvaldo Palomares, psychologist and educator
Raymond Great Hall.
8:15 p.m. Symphonette at the Chapel.

Tuesday, May 7
8:15 p.m. Lorna Beird, Soprano, Senior Recital. Conservatory.

Wednesday, May 8

8 p.m. Dance/Mime performance at DeMarcus Brown Theatre —
Rotunda.

Thursday, May 9

3 p.m. Graduate Composition Recital — Ron Hensley, Ed Erickson and
Phil Shackleton.
8 p.m. Dance/Mime performance at DeMarcus Brown Theatre —
Rotunda.
8 p.m. Stevie Wonder at the Oakland Coliseum.

'Godspell' needs cast
Stockton's Civic Theatre
is looking for a summer
production
cast
for
"Godspell." This unique,
contemporary musical re
quires a youthful cast of 5 men
and women.
Dancing
and singing
auditions will be held on
Sunday (May 5) from 1:30 to
5:30 p.m. and 7 to 10:30 p.m.

Reading auditions are Mon
day from 7 to 10:30 p.m. No
prepared pieces are required,
although tights or other appro
priate clothing would be
desireable for dancing. All
try-outs will be held at the
Civic Theatre Annex at Willow
and Madison Sts.
"Godspell" will play June
21 through July 21 on Friday
and Saturday nights.

If you are faced with a
Sunday afternoon in Stockton
with "nothing to do" (as
everyone
eventually
is),
become a "culture vulture"
and
visit the Pioneer
Museum/Haggin Art Gallery.
California's past is vividly
brought to life in several
unique displays which include
a re-creation of an old-West
town. Included in the scene
are an old school, (complete
with slates and connecting
desks) a saloon and a black
smith shop.
Adjoining the display is an
exhibit of Indian artifacts. Not
only does one find the usual
arrowheads and baskets, but
large warbonnets, hammers
and a complete Indian canoe
may also be seen.
Upstairs, in the California
room, our state's historical
past is traced through the use
of such visual aids as gold
pans, a photo essay on mining
techniques and a complete
freight wagon, which was once
used to haul supplies to miners
in the hills.
The Jennie Hunter rooms,
next door to the California
room, reconstruct the rooms
of her farm near Linden. The
detail of each of the rooms has
been left intact. Among the
items from the farm are
beautiful pieces of antique
furniture and old double beds
so comfortable-looking they
defy description.
The Haggin Gallery, on

Featured at Pioneer Museum
"Nasindiu," old woman of Maralal, Kenya is just one of Hester
Merwin Ayers' many portraits of the indigenous peoples of
Africa that will be exhibited at the Pioneer Museum and Haggin
Galleries from April 28 to June 2. The artist will also feature a
collection of artifacts gathered duringsafaris that took place over
a four-year period in East Africa.

the other side of the building,
is a different cup of tea alto
gether. In the McKee room
hangs a gallery of impressive
art work, most of which is 19th
century French. There is also
a small sampling of American
works.
Upstairs, many pieces of
the medieval period grace the
upper veranda which over
looks the entrance to the
museum. Carved figures,
dating back to the 15th century
and impressive etchings by
Sweden's Anders Zorn grace
the walls.
An exciting upcoming
exhibition will be "Faces of
East Africa," a collection of

portraits of inhabitants of the
Bush Country by Hester
Merwin. Ms. Merwin, is an
accomplished anthropologist
as well as a remarkable artist.

The exhibit will run from
April 28 to June 2. Also in
cluded in Ms. Merwin's col
lection will be display boxes ol
tribal jewelry and assortec
articles such as nativt
weapons, tools and headrests

The museum, located a
1202 Pershing Avenue, alsi
sponsors a free lecture, whicl
is given every Sunday after
noon at 2:30 in the lecture hal
downstairs. There are alsi
free tours of the museun
every Saturday at 1:45 p.m.

r*m—ri Black Drama explodes
'
at Delta College Theatre
ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES

|F>*e Delivery and Gift Wrap !

BRIDAL REGISTRY

I

I
3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
j OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS j

Yesterday,
you hadn't met her —
But today —
it's Spring!

Delta College's Black
Theatre will present the Pulit
zer Prize-winning "No Place
to be Somebody" as its next
production. It is a shattering
story of violence being the ene-

my of both whites and blacks. Gordone and tells the story o.
It will run tonight and tomor a black bar owner whost
row night and will continue on determination to compel
with "Charley" in crime anc
May 9-11.
Drama instructor Booker romance as well as business
Guyton will co-direct the leads to a body-strewn finale
The cast includes Lieuten
production and will also play
ant
(cq) Boyd of Manteca
the part of a baUet dancer.
Guest director will be Dono Libby George Colali j
van Cummings who is a dra Lorene Harrison, Craig Wj>
ma director at Edison High John Niblock, Barbara Thu
School. The play celebrates mond, Albert Victor Luc .
Delta's annual Black Theatre and Booker T. Thomas
production. Curtain time is Stockton. Boyd plays Jon"
v
slated for 8 p.m. in the Speech- the bar owner.
Ticket information '
Arts Auditorium at Delta
available at Delta Co
College.
"No Place to be Some munity Relations office
body" was written by Charles calling 478-2011, Ext. 290.
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NOW RENTS

i

P.A. Systems, Amplifiers,
Electric Guitars and Basses,
Drum Sets, Pianos and Microphones
BY THE DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

From $250
Borelli Jewelers
2051 Pacific

i

Come in now or call for information

J)

466-4388

-

)
2363 PACIFIC AVCNO
~ --aAJ
Open All Week Nites until 9 stock-ton. caufo*nia»52?3'
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witness
ii Th/"atln S number one f00tbali fan. Richard M N.xon,
Ms signed a four-year, no-cut contract with the San Clemen te
f rategists of the budding World Football League
The Strategists announced that Nixon s signing was part
a package deal which included the signatures of John
1
el' and Maurice Stans, both of whom were recently
eased from a pending one-to-ten-year contract with a
vernment team.
Nixon's lawyers indicated that he would have relatively
Lie trouble avoiding the fulfillment of the final three years
his current contract. Nixon s former employers are said to
ve settjed for compensation from the San Clemente
anchise, in the form of a promising rookie, Gerald Ford, and
„ i amount of cash in the vicinity of half a million dollars.
1 he signing of the premiere play-caller from Washington
June as no surprise to Washington officials. General
;anager Sam Ervin said. "We suspected that he'd be gone
ithin a year. In fact, we had already taken steps toward
! iding a suitable replacement."

Nixon's play-calling abilities are without parallel in
he memory of this nation's people. His career began in the
50s when, as Joe McCarthy's assistant, Nixon earned a
reputation as a hard-nosed all-AmericJn. He announced an
arly retirement in 1962 after two disappointing seasons with
le unforgettable football metaphor, "You won't have Nixon
i kick around any more." Miraculously, he bounced back
the nto the nation's limelight with outstanding seasons in 1968
ter ind 1972.

Wizard, dragon and dwarfs
give shining performcmce
By DAVID SEGERSTROM
Fairy-tale buffs, rejoice!
"The Hobbit." a musical
based on the book of the same
name, is being brought to life
on UOP's stage this weekend.
The plot revolves around
the adventures of Bilbo Baggins — ashy, retiring creature
with a distaste for heroism.
Through the insistance of Gandalf. the neighborhood wizard.
Bilbo is persuaded to join a
band of dwarfs, led by Thorin
Oakenshield. They are
journeying to Lonely Moun
tain, some distance from
Bilbo's home to get help in re
gaining lost treasure which
has been stolen from their
kingdom.
The hitch is that the
treasure has been appro

priated by Smaug, a not- "The Hobbit" from a piece of
altogether friendly dfagon. daydream trivia to a delight
who is capable of making ful satire of fairy-tales in
hobbit souffle with a but a general
single breath.
The platoon of dwarves
Bryant. Gerry
Childish as it all sounds, (Anthony
the book by J.R-' Tolkein Babb. Mark Von Cullin. Steve
treats this. play, with a great Appleby and Bob Stetson as
deal of finesse, so that it Thorin) shine as they convert
provides interest for all age dull lines into highly enter
groups. The Script for the taining ones with great skill
play, however, is less and. seemingly, great ease.
fortunate. The dialogue
Mark Wardrip also adds
borders on several extremes
some great
directorial
— from the superficial
touches that help to bring off
("Riddle, diddle, riddle me
the play. For example. Bilbo
this! ")• to the ludicrous ("May
has just recently received his
the hair on your toes grow ever
own
sword which is made out
longer.")
of a special elvin alloy that
glows whenever there are gob
Although it sounds like an lins lurking about in the underuphill battle, the cast saves bush. He proceeds to name the
the day with a number of sword "Sting," and the music
innovations that transform from the movie wafts its way
from the piano

Throughout his triumphant career. Nixon has managed
oremain modest. This is evident by his refusal to take credit
or the most significant game-plan ever, the Watergate Calls
t is due to this unselfishness that several of his top aides will
e rewarded with long-term contracts.
By BRIAN WILLIAMS

Two evenings of dance
Land fantasy at Rotunda
There are some exciting
tudent movements being
litiated in the dance studio
lese days, and you are
nvited to the peaceful demonrations on Wednesday and
hursday night this week.
John Casserly, professor
dance at UOP, and his
imposition class are preting a trilogy of works they
ve created and acquired
ughout the semester,
serly is very enthusiastic
ut his students' upcoming
rformance because he feels
y have given birth to a new
le through their dance
peri mentation in class.
The entire presentation is
longer than an hour and
onsists of three separate
anqe pieces, set to the

SHERWOOD

electronically
generated
sound compositions of famous
American composer John
Cage.
The first and last numbers
are
choreographed
by
Casserly himself, while the
second piece is an expressive
collage of the students' move
ments and includes the entire
class.

Pictured above is a sCene from "The Ilobbil," currently being
presented in the Rotunda theatre by the UOP drama department.
The musical is based on the book written on J.R. Tolkien. The
play can be seen tonight (Friday) beginning at 8 p.m. and
tomorrow at 10 a.m. and-2 p.m.

Casserly, who returned
this semester from his per
forming tour in New Zealand,
has proved to be an inter
national artist in his field of
modern dance through elec
tronic music. His students'
show is well worth exper
iencing. The performance will
show at 8 p.m. next Wed
nesday and Thursday (May 8
and 9) at the Rotunda Theatre.

Every Nile at 7:30 and 9 30
Weekends and Tbtira at 1:30. 3:30. 3:30

i \'i m >|j-—

'Hobbit' happenings

CINEMA'S MIDN'ITE
MOVIE FRIDAY AT i«

"SEX
MADNESS"
BELIEVE IT Off NOT,

rrs RATIO "O"!
|
|
if)| lis DIAL 4-MO-V H-S
l.lP.iijKjUC.V.iS
1S7W.Ad.m.OH9*dfkA~,
•••••••••<
Miracle Mil* Milnd
• Call Tbaatra for timet
! If you don't im It this wMk you may nsvsr too
I sgalnl
I ABSOLUTELY FINAL

*0
• II
'

R

-

—

PANAVWON•• PRINTS RY IX lUXf *
THURS MATINEE EXTENDED TO TOURS
NITE FOR uor
AND FACULTY
Mitrun
uw» "STUDENTS
~

J

The choreography by
James Kelley deserves high,
praise. Understandably, he
must have had a hard time
•outlining dance steps for
groups^s varied as trolls, spi
ders,and a humanoid lizard,
but he has done an out
standing
job.
Especially
entertaining is the dance of the
trolls, a combination of waltz
and minuet.
. Most impressive of all is
the'music. The entirecast has
gbod voices, most notably Dan
Baltzo as Bilbo and Terry
Newell as Gandalf. Mike
Silber, as the voice of Smaug.
the dragon, stops the show
with
his
rendition of
"Breathin' Fire." done in a
Motown fashion, complete
with female voices in the back
ground that sound like the Supremes.
"The Hobbit" plays
tonight at 8 p.m. and tomor
row at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. All
seats are 81.

'AMERICAN
"""" GRAFFITI'

hod visitors from outor spoco?

CHARIOTS of the GODS?'

E4MAIN mAfmn BUN. OHLV
••

(Matmta
Only)

99'

1

I .OO only
1:00 only

PLUS

"MARTIAN
SPACE PARTY"

ALL SEATS

*1.50

Way 3, 1574
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Increase announced for
Higgins recognized for attempts
next year's room & board t0 reduce campus safety hazards
If you are planning on dicted. Twenty to 40 per cent
living in a dorm next year you means 40,000 to 80,000 dollars
will be paying $100 more than more will be spent for food by
the university.
what you paid last year.
"Alternatives to the
Paul Fairbrook, director
of housing and food services, deficit spending must be set up
said that this increase is long to protect food service and the
overdue. Last year at this time students," Fairbrook said.
One alternative is to disal
he recommended to the
low
seconds on everything.
university that no increase in
housing costs be initiated. "I This would cut costs substan
now consider that decision a tially but it would probably not
major mistake," Fairbrook be acceptable to very many
students, he added.
commented.
The most likely al
That decision will cost the
ternative
is to set up all dining
university close to $100,000 by
the end of this year. By March halls on an "a la carte" opera
1 food services had spent tional basis much like the End
$55,500 more for food than the Zone. Every item would be
previous year while still priced and students would be
charging the same rate for allowed a given sum to spend
on food for each meal.
room and board.
Anything going over that sum
Even with the room and would be paid for in cash.
board increase for next year
"I want to know how the
Fairbrook estimates that food students feel about these alter
services will operate at a defi natives," Fairbrook said. He
cit in excess of $57,000.
. stressed that food services is
"Canned
foods
and run for the students and a
staples, one-third of our prob large student input on this sub
lems, will soar 20 to 40 percent ject will affect future opera
next year," Fairbrook pre tions.

'Retrospective': senior art
majors show their work
Graduating art majors
from COP will open the 11th
annual Senior Studio Exhibit
tomorrow (Saturday) at the
Haggin Gallery in Victory
Park's Pioneer Museum.
"Senior Studio" is a
required course for art majors
and is usually taken during'
the final undergraduate/
semester. Sandra Elliott, one'
of the 16 senior art majors this
semester, sees the course as

an "opportunity for in-depth
work to express where I'm at
as an artist. It is not an indi
cation of my lifetime accom
plishments in the field," she
added.
"Retrospective" is the
title of the exhibit which will
be set-up by the students
themselves. They have ex
tended a public invitation to
the opening reception from 2
to 4 p.m. tomorrow.

"The reason I was
selected is that I've saved
thousands of dollars by
running a safety program that
works" said John Higgins,
director of
non-academic
personnel, who was named
"Mr. Safety" at the San
Joaquin
County
Safety
Council's 39th annual awards
banquet.
Higgins recognized for his
safety measures both on and
off campus. "Our purpose is to
study, review, and adjust to
the mutual benefit of all
parties,
wages,
working
conditions, hours, and other
benefits," he said.

He has been concerned
with safety at UOP ior 10

V.W. Service: Service dond
here on campus for less $
Tune-ups, valve adjustments,
and brakes. Contact Jeff Stagg
at 478-2817 or 462-9405.
AUTO "REPAIR: reasonable
rates, experienced on domestic
and foreign cars. Can handle
most jobs. Call Don at 464-3944.
For Rent: sublet from June 8 to
Sept. 3. Furnished country
home 15 min. from UOP. 3
bdrm., 11/2 bath , lg. kitchen,
living room, utility rm. with
washer and drier, air cond.
$150/mo. Call 369-8319.
Wanted: Grad. college woman
to supervise apt. setting lor 3
J.C. students. Rm., Bd. and
$100 monthly. Call Ms. Martin
at Children's Home. 466-0853
Wanted: Am buying silver now
— paying top prices. Call
anytime collect, 529-8514.
Typing: Done in my home
Flexible hours. Cali 368-5515 in
Lodi.

Typing: Experienced^ Typist
desires work on term papers,
etc. Will take dictation on
business letters. Phone: 4628755 after 5:00 p.m. weekdays.
Tutoring in German for
Doctoral students or others.
Call 477-4197 after 4.
TYPING: Custom typing done
in my home. Stencils, term
papers, resumes, manu
scripts. business letters, etc
Call 477-1760.
For Sale: 1971 Pinto 2 dr. Must
sell. Owner leaving state. Call
477-8203 alter 6.
Girl Wanted: for live in baby
sitting in exchange for room
and board plus sm. salary.
Have own room and access to
swimming and sailing. Should
have llexable schedule. Write
3737 P ortage Point or call 4662754. no.350.
Wanted: Free rm. and bd. for
female foreign sudent for light
house work and cooking. No
kids. Near UOP. Call 464-7736
a.m. or 462-o615 p.m. Marion
Jacobs. 462-0615. For Sale: Sony 530 reel to reel
tape recorder. $50. Call 4628797.

Vietnam:
an ecological
disaster

: Pulitzer poet
I to speak at UOP

*
*
*
*
*
*

Karl Shapiro, Pulitzer Prize-winning poet and literary
critic, will speak at UOP on Wednesday, May 8 tit 1 p.m. in the
Pacific Club. The reading and lecture is sponsored by the
English department in recognition of Shapiro's outstanding
achievement in American literary movements in the last 30
years. Mr. Shapiro has written several books of poetry, his
Selected Poems, 1968-73. recently published by Random
House. The While-Haired Lover (1968) and Edsel (1971),
other recent volumes. In 1973 Folcroft published his Biblio
graphy of Modern Prosody and English prosody and Modern
Poetry.
Former "editor of Poetry magazine, he won the Pulitzer
vPrize in 1944 for his volume V-Letter and Other Poems. His
prestigious career includes consultant in poetry to the
Library of Congress 1946-47. lecturer at John Hopkins Univer
sity, professor of English at the University ol Nebraska where
he edited Prairie Schooner and in recent years his literary
criticism has engaged him in a critical war against Eliot and
Pound, championing the cause of Whitman, Lawrence and
Henry Miller. Mr. Shapiro currentjy is teaching at UC Davis.

needles and pins
Expert Typing:
Disserta
tions, theses, term papers, etc.
done professionally by Gene
vieve Macias. Hours: 6 p.m.
thru 10 p.m. Call 478-0354.

years. Higgins nominations UOP, and of the work I do,"
for the award included letters Higgins said.. "With a larger
from the district attorney, the budget, I could do even more."
Stockton Fire Department
and Paul Fairbrooks, direc
tor of auxiliary services at
UOP. They described him as
"a human dynamo — he eats,
drinks and sleeps safety."
The Greater Stockton
Safety Council is seeking spon
sors for its work. Individuals,
South
Vietnam has
businesses and organizations suffered grave ecologica
may participate for an annual scars as a result of the con
fee of $5.
tinued use of herbicides usee
Checks may be sent to by the United States during it:
John F. Higgins, P.O. Box involvement in the war.
4333, Stockton, CA 95204. The
Between 1961 and 197
cancelled check can be used
approximately J00 millio
for a tax deduction.
pounds of herbicides wer
"I'm proud to work for
dropped on Soutn Vietnam i
attempts to rob the Vietcongc
*
cover.
It is now estimated tha
*
it
will
take
at least a centur
*
for the country to heal itself.
*

For Sale: 1959 Mercedes 22 Os.
Call 464-3861, after 7 pm.
Wanted: Stable married couple
needed to live in and supervise
5 foster children. Full time
Contact Children's Home,Ms.
Martin,465-0853.
Wanted: Locations of several
pigeon nests, presently in use.
Will pay $1 for each sighting.
Need soon as possible. Ask for
Kelly at 478-3965.
For Sale: Men's 10 speed bike.
Good shape. Asking $50. Call
478-6282.
For Sal.e: '71 VW. Very clean.
Best offer over $1300. 951-3019.
Moving Sale:
must sell
furniture,
B/W
TV,
kitchenware. tools and misc.
items. Low prices. Call 4777957.
For SaIe:Sansui quad amp.
w/EPI speakers and KOSS
headphones. Excellent cond.
As set or separately. Call Ed
Barnes,462-9336.
For Rent: Lovely room near
UOP. Kitch.
privelages,shower and bath.
Semi priv. entr. $75. Available
now for summer or fall. Call
Marion Jacobs at 464-7735
a.m. or 462=0615 p.m.

KEYSTONE
64 Sherwood Plaza
478-6940
PRESENTS
Thurs. May 2: 1 nite only
MONGO SANTAMARIA
and
LUISGASCA
Fri. May 3: No Cover
LUCKY STRIKE
Sat. May 4
BUDDY GUY
and
JR. WELLS
KEYSTONE AFTER HOURS
Fri. and Sat. 2AM-5AM
18 year olds welcome
This Week: LUCKY STRIKE
Sun. May 5
AUDITION NITE
3 BANDS: NO COVER
Tues. May 7-Thurs. May 9
LADY BO
and
THE FAMILY JEWEL
Tues: FREE FOOD NITE
Fri. May 10
AZTECA
PROPER ID REQ. FOR SHOW
May 17
BO DIDDLEY
May 18
STONEGROUND

This was the finding of
report by a 17-man panel c
scientists from the Unite
States, Sweden, Britain an
South Vietnam. The panel wa
formed in 1970 in response to
Congressional order to stud
the impact of long-term herb
cidal use.
Casualities include 36 pe
cent of South Vietnam'
mangrove forests along th
coast, as well as seriou
damage to the inland tropict
forests.

Destruction is not rele
gated to the forests alone.
Dr. Gerald C. Hickey, a Cor
nell
University anthro
pologist who studied Montag
nard refugees from 12 vil
lages, was told by one refuge
of the deaths of 38 childrei
from herbicide sprays. Othe
refugees spoke of the deaths o
many children.
This report could infl
ehce the current debate ovi
prohibiting herbicides with
the 1925 Geneva accord <
chemical and biological wa
fare. The Geneva treaty h
never been ratified by the I
Senate.

ASUOP

\

TRAVEL SERVICE
ONE WAY S.F -N.Y.
June 5th
$109.00 TWA
Eighth ANNUAL
UN-feEGIMENTED
STUDENT PROGRAMS
8 or 6 weeks-Europe
8 wks. Europe/Israel
Other Charter Flights
Int'l Student ID
Eurail Passes
Hostel cards
Insurance
Car Purchase
Tours
Study Abroad Info.
ACT NOW!
ASUOP Travel Service
Mon.-Fri. 11:30-1:00
M.T.W.F - 4: 15-5: 15

